Disclaimer: We do not have any intent to over throw the company HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN
RIGHT OF NEW ZEALAND “New Zealand Crown”

NOTICE TO ALL LIVING MEN & WOMEN
Do you realise that the government owns you?
How has the government owned you?
The government has made each person in New Zealand an artificial corporate entity.
How did I become an artificial corporate entity?
This happened when your parents registered your birth and was issued a Government Birth
Certificate. This document created you as an artificial corporate entity or trade name. A corporate
entity is a dead entity, it is not living. The government is administering you as a dead corporate
entity as they can only govern you in this way. They cannot govern the living without your expressed
consent and with full and specific disclosure.
How have they administered you without you knowing?
Through leading you into contracts using misleading words to obtain your consent. We have been
educated as corporate entities, learning a corporate language and learning words that we believed
meant one thing, but that were all leading us into contracts without our knowledge and representing
us as artificial entities. For example, we are taught at a young age that we are a ‘person’, ‘natural
person’, ‘citizen’, ‘resident’, ‘individual’, ‘human’ and have a ‘residence’. These are all different
words for a corporate entity. Look these up for yourself in Black’s Law dictionary.
How have I been contracting with the government and giving my consent for them to own me?
First of all, as soon as you answer or confirm a question or provide any of your personal information
verbally or on any form/contract/registration/application form (such as your name, surname, date of
birth, address, road/street/town/city), you are entering into a contract. When you answer security
questions or declare, acknowledge or confirm on any form that the information on that form is true,
you are also entering into a contract as an artificial corporate entity, unless stated otherwise.
These questions have the intent to deceive and entrap us into contracts by us representing the
artificial entity. This is fraud as a living man or woman is not an artificial entity nor bound by the Acts
of The Crown. Whenever you use your full given name/legal name, preferred name, tying in your
family name/surname this is your corporate/trade name, which you then respond to, as this looks
like your name. You are therefore being tricked to contracting as the trade name (artificial person).
The other ways in which you are contracting with the government is any time you give your date of
birth, using a title i.e. Mr or Mrs, your signature, road/town/city names and using your birth
certificate, drivers license or passport as your identity to any government organization. The use of
these makes you a corporate entity. You do not own the drivers license, passport or birth certificate
issued in your artificial name. The Crown owns them and all corporate entities in New Zealand
because it created them by way of registration. This makes all corporate entities, The Crown, and all
Acts bind The Crown. Admiralty Statutes and Acts only apply to Commerce and Contracts which are
artificial corporate entities. ‘The Crown’ is not ‘The Queen of England’. Refer to: U.S. Securities &
Exchange Commission that lists that the New Zealand Government is a corporation trading as HER
MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF NEW ZEALAND CIK 0000216105.
What if I don’t want to consent to what the government forces me to contract into? i.e. medical
procedure.
As a people and corporate entity you have no choice because you are bound by Acts and Statutes.
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The nature of New Zealand’s parliamentary democracy means that statutes passed by parliament
can be binding on people without their expressed consent.
Because you are a corporate entity or ‘THE CROWN’, the Government presumes the people of New
Zealand cannot self-determine and make decisions for themselves until they challenge the
presumptions and correct the error of NOT being a corporate entity.
For example, the Covid Health Response Act 2020 has been created by the government to empower
themselves over you (as a corporate entity) and make decisions about what you can or cannot do.
This includes decisions about your own health, wellbeing or freedoms such as:
−

Deciding for yourself to stay home if you feel unwell

−

Reminding you to wash your hands

−

Removing you or a family member from your home and placed into a quarantine facility

−

Having a medical procedure or test

−

Not knowing how to responsibly care for your family

−

Choosing where and when to travel without restrictions

−

Making choices about your body

−

Keeping safe when you practice your faith

−

Keeping safe while in public or in a group

Whether you agree or disagree with the orders within the act, you are bound by them as The
Crown/corporate entity.
So what can I do?
As a living man or woman, you CAN self-determine and make choices for your best interests and
freedoms. YOU STILL HAVE THE POWER TO CHOOSE. But, you must exercise these choices in the
correct way. You need to remove the presumption (verbally or in writing) that you are a corporate
entity that is bound by Commerce and Contract law, and replace this presumption with the truth of
what you are.
If I am not an artificial corporate entity or The Crown, what am I?
A living man or woman. You are NOT a person, persons, people, citizen, individual, human, resident
or any other word except a living man or woman. These are ALL a variation of a corporate entity.
Refer: Black’s Law dictionary. You live in a geographical area of land with substance i.e. rivers,
mountains in the land known as Aotearoa, within a living, breathing body with blood flowing in your
veins. You are bound by lore’s of nature and God’s lore. (this is not about being religious). You were
born living on a date, not on your Date of Birth. Birth means ‘to separate’. Your first birth was
separating from your mother to earth and the second birth was from being born alive to the ‘birth’
of your (artificial) corporate entity using artificial construct. The living man or woman is not the
surety to your artificial corporate entity (aka artificial fiction). Refer: Surety definition, Black’s Law 7th
Edition.
How do I NOT enter into any contract with the government or any corporation?
You have the choice to enter into a contract and can add, delete or modify its contents and correct
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any errors on a form or verbally. If it’s beneficial to you, you may wish to enter into it but it is wise to
correct the errors or fraud. You can add, alter or delete any part of a contract or on any form. You
can write over it or say verbally, “As a living man/woman I give NO CONSENT”. You must state your
jurisdiction to remove their jurisdiction over you. For example, “As a living man/woman I am bound
by the lore’s of nature and God’s lore only all absolute rights reserved.” You should research the
meanings and definitions of the words within a contract to see if it is misleading with intent to
deceive.
How do I give my information and write my information that makes me NOT a corporate entity?
State you are not a corporate entity, eg “I am living man:john:” only (or woman). Do not give or
confirm your surname. You can say instead, “from the house of doe”
Never confirm your address or residence. You can say that you live on the land of Aotearoa. You are
not obliged to provide your information. Never answer the question to; “Do you understand?” to
‘understand’ is giving your consent to ‘stand under’ whoever is asking. Always reply, “No I do not
understand. Do you comprehend?” Even if asked multiple times, do not acknowledge or confirm to
this question. It is when you provide information or answer/confirm your details that entraps you
into a verbal or written contract. If asked to provide your identification such as driver’s license, you
can say “I do not own a driver’s license. If I was to claim I owned one and handed it over it would be
dishonest as I would be guilty of perjury knowing it is not mine, knowing it is not my name on there
and knowing I did not sign that card, knowing that I did not use artificial construct to create the
artificial persons name that’s written in all capitals on the license. Even if I am holding a license here
I will not give it to you as you are asking for ‘my’ license. Just to clarify matters, are you a party to
this fraud? (then close convo), Now you have a good day.”
How do I remove myself from a contract?
A living man or living woman holds supreme authority over any corporate entity or legal fiction. You
are more powerful than you realise, but always stay in honour and integrity.
Written contract: If the corporation challenges your authority or your corrections confirming you
are a living man/woman, go through their document/form and highlight all the misleading
information (fraud) and include your evidence which is the definitions of words in legalese (i.e.
Black’s Law dictionary) that prove you are being contracted as a corporation. Put it into an affidavit
format and get it signed by a Justice of the Peace (JP). Advise the corporation to put their concerns
in writing in an affidavit format, rebutting your claim of misleading with intent to deceive, point by
point of the fraud, with evidence of their claim, signed under penalty and perjury. An unrebutted
affidavit stands as truth in commerce. An unrebutted affidavit is judgment in commerce.
Fraud vitiates every transaction and all contracts absolute. Legal Maxim: “if a plaintiff does not prove
his case, the defendant is absolved” or released. These all make every contract null and void
absolute.
Verbal contract: If asked any questions in person or receive any claims that their actions are
mandatory by The Police, government agency or representative i.e. Ministry of Health, a Local
Council, such as forced to undergo a medical test/procedure/vaccine, or asked for your details,
always start by answering with a question; “What is your name and who are you representing?” If
they have already stated this, ask them if they have a piece of paper and for them to write their
name, the date, who and what they are representing and what Act are they using.
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Ask them if they are referring to your legal name and to write it down. Ask them to provide you and
show you the Act, look at it to see that the ‘Act binds The Crown’. You need to be prepared with
prove that The Crown is trading as ‘HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF NEW ZEALAND’ is a
corporation, registration number CIK 0000216105. Have the legal definitions from Black’s Law
dictionary of words supporting that as a ‘person/citizen/peoples/resident/human’ using your ‘legal
name/full name’ you are being mislead with intent to deceive using legal construct, referencing you
to be a corporate entity or artificial person. You can say, “I am a living woman/man :john: from the
house of doe and as the living, I am bound by the laws of nature and God’s lore only all absolute
rights reserved.” You can also say, “the persons you are referring to [full/legal name] is an artificial
corporate entity and is not me as I am the living.” Inform them that their claim or request or order of
you, is illegal and unlawful on the grounds of contract law and fraud. If you start coming up against
resistance or force for you to comply, you can say, “are you claiming absolute authority over my life,
fortunes and liberty? Because that is the definition of enslavement which is a crime and I give no
consent to you or your jurisdiction with all due respect as a living man/woman.”
What does all this achieve?
The above actions that assert your position as the living, changes the administration of your artificial
corporate entity to yourself, from the government and other corporations. The government have
been administering you because you have been representing as your artificial corporate entity. Once
you claim to be living, you become the principal, beneficiary, administrator, executor (and not the
surety) of the artificial person/ straw man. It is important that you keep yourself as the living,
separate and at a distance from your artificial corporate entity because it is NOT YOU. However, you
need your artificial corporate entity to operate in society so you do not want to get rid of it. Do not
cancel or give up your birth certificate for this reason, just do not represent it as your identity, it is
only your trade name/corporate entity. At the bottom of your birth certificate it clearly states
‘WARNING: This certificate is not evidence of the identity of the person presenting it. CAUTION: Any
person who (1) falsifies any of the particulars on this certificate or, (2) uses it as true, knowing it to
be false, is liable to prosecution under the Crimes Act 1961.’
Regarding Voting for a political party
Voting for any party is contracting you into being The Crown and being bound by The Crown. If you
do not vote, through acquiescence, your silence confirms no objection to them governing you. This
means you are giving your ongoing acceptance to them to govern you. To object to being bound by
the crown, you must first correct the false presumptions of you being a corporate entity/artificial
persons on the pre voting registration forms into your electorate to close the contract. If you have
already submitted them prior to voting day, write in to the NZ Electoral Commission on paper or
email, making sure you can track and trace all communications. Keep a copy of everything you send
to any corporation that corrects a false contract, highlighting the fraud.

Definition of Slavery: A situation in which one person has absolute power over the life, fortune or
liberty of another. The practice of keeping individuals in such a state or servitude. Reference: Blacks
Law 8th Edition
All Absolute Rights Reserved. Interpretation is that of the reader only.

